
VT Commodore LPG installation utilising
an LPG Memcal and Apexus Quick-kit.

Description of components and operation

LPG/Petrol Changeover switch

The LPG change-over switch is mounted in
the instrument facia to the left of the
instrument cluster and below the trip
computer controls (Fig. 1). The switch is
push button and has a momentary action.
When LPG is selected the green LPG
indicator on the instrument cluster is
illuminated and a green indicator lights on
the switch. If the push button switch is
activated again the LPG function is turned
off and the vehicle reverts to petrol
operation. Switching between “Petrol” and
“LPG” operation can only occur while the
vehicle is stationary or moving at less than
3 kilometres per hour. Each time the fuel mode switch is pushed the vehicle changes
from one fuel to the other. Even when the ignition is turned off the last fuel in use is
remembered by the vehicle computer system and this is the fuel mode it uses the
next time the engine is started.

Petrol operation
When the LPG indicator on the instrument cluster is not visible and the indicator in
the button of the fuel mode switch is “OFF” the vehicle is running on petrol. In this
mode the LPG system is turned “OFF” and the vehicle functions in the same way as
a vehicle not fitted with LPG. When operating on “Petrol” the fuel gauge shows the
amount of petrol in the petrol tank.

LPG operation
When the green indicator (Fig. 2) is lit the
mode switch has been cycled to LPG
operation. In this mode the PCM (Power
Train Control Module) activates the LPG
mixture control computer and various
solenoid valves to allow the flow of LPG to
the engine. If the vehicle is fitted with
traction control the PCM will disable the
traction control when LPG is selected. The
“TRAC OFF” traction control indicator in
the instrument cluster will light to indicate
this. In LPG mode the fuel gauge reads the
amount of LPG in the LPG tank. Because
the LPG system uses small amounts of

Fig. 1 : Apexus PS122 Gas/Petrol Mode
Switch

Fig. 2 : Dash fuel gauge used for both LPG
and Petrol. LPG lamp shown illuminated
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petrol to start the engine and when running on high power, it is essential to maintain
some fuel in the petrol tank. If the petrol tank is low even in LPG mode the low lamp
will light and the digital display will warn “Lo – Petrol” just after engine start.

Injector Pulse width
In all LPG operating modes, except
during cranking and high power
operation, the petrol injector pulse width
is set to zero. The PCM also injects
petrol during engine cranking to assist
starting. The amount of petrol delivered
during the start is determined by the
coolant temperature and the crank time
(Fig. 3). After cranking no further petrol
is delivered to the engine unless it is
needed to cool the valves and stop
valve recession during high speed and
high power operation.

Petrol Pump
The petrol pump relay operates the
petrol pump for about two seconds
when the ignition switch is first turned
on, and continues to operate during
cranking and then for about 5 seconds
after the engine has started (Fig. 4).
During normal LPG operation the petrol
pump is not running unless engaged by
the PCM during high power operation to
prevent valve recession.

Spark Timing Map
A special Electronic Spark Timing (EST)
map which has been programmed to
provide optimum timing for LPG
operation is built into the Memcal PROM. Should the engine speed drop below 300
RPM the spark plugs are prevented from firing to reduce the risk of backfire in the air
intake manifold.

Trip Computer
The PCM fuel usage output signal has a modified calibration to better suit LPG fuel.

Crank Inhibit
During starting in the LPG mode the PCM prevents the engine from cranking by
deactivating the start inhibit relay if the throttle is opened more than 7%.

2 Sec

Crank

5 Sec.

Time

Pump

Fig. 4 : Petrol Pump Operation

Ignition
on and
Cranking

0.4 sec
no start

Injector
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Engine Start

Pulse time varies
with coolant
temperature

No further Petrol
Pulse When
running On LPG

Time

Fig. 3 : Petrol Injector Pulses for LPG start sequence
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Memcal
The Memcal (Fig. 5) is a PROM
(Programmable Read Only Memory).
Contained within the LPG Memcal is a
program so that the PCM can operate in
one of two modes, either “Petrol” or “LPG”,
ie both the petrol mode and LPG mode are
programmed into one Memcal so that it is
not necessary to physically change the
Memcal to swap from one fuel to the other.
Which program mode the PCM is
operating in is determined by cycling the
LPG changeover switch, the last switch
position being retained in the PCM
memory even when the ignition switch is
turned off.

Kit Installation

Mechanical Installation
Fit tank, LPG lines, converter, mixer, water
lines, vapour line, vapour control valve,
filler system, lock-offs, intake manifold
balance line and any other hardware
required for the particular installation
(Fig 6.).

Electrical Installation
Preparation before fitting loom.

Remove the PCM by disconnecting the
battery, removing the left hand front sill
cover using a Torx tool, (refer to Fig. 7),
and removing the left hand front foot upper
panel. Remove left hand front kick panel
(Fig. 8)

Fig. 7 : Undoing torx screws holding
sill trim

Fig. 8 : Undoing kick panel screw

Fig. 5 : Memcal fitted to PCM

Memcal

Fig. 6 : Vapouriser, lock-off, and
Apexus electronic safety cut-out (Model

CO100) which provides short circuit
and overload protection, without

blowing the fuse

Safety
Cut-Out
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The PCM (Fig. 9) is removed by unclipping
it from the left hand front pillar.

Removal of console and facia panel is
carried out by first removing the rubber mat
from below the ash tray and then removing
the two self tapping screws located below
the ashtray opening (Fig. 10). Next unclip,
lift and remove the transmission cover
panel from the console. It may be
necessary on some models to push
forward slightly on the rear of this panel to
clear the electric window switches.
(Fig. 11). Disconnect all wiring plugs
before this panel can be removed. Store
the transmission cover in a safe place
being careful not to damage the painted front surface.

Using the radio removal tool (part number AU464 - available from Specialised
Service Tools & Equipment - Phone (08) 82692588), slide the radio out (Fig. 12). A
simple radio removal tool can be made from two pieces of 1/8” welding rod, bent
around a 1¼” diameter pipe. Remove the harness and aerial plugs from the back of
the radio unit and store the radio in a safe place. The vehicle owner will need to
provide the radio security code before it can be made operational again once it is
reinstalled.

Unclip and lower the right hand lower instrument panel by pulling it down just below

Fig. 9 : PCM clipped in position

Mode
Relay

Fig. 10 : Removing the transmission
cover screws

Fig. 11 : Removing the transmission
cover

Fig. 12 : Removal of radio system Fig. 13 : Remove centre console
screws

Special
Tools
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the steering wheel to reveal the fuse and relay boxes. Lower the steering column to
its lowest point.

Remove the five lower screws on the
instrument cover panel, (Fig. 13 ,14,15)
remove the 2 upper screws (Fig. 16).

Carefully unclip the facia panel and unclip
the light switch harness and other sockets.
Remove the facia panel past the steering
wheel and column. The facia panel must
now be stored so as not to damage the
painted front surface.

Remove the two screws holding in the
instrument cluster (Fig. 17), slide forward
and remove the wiring plug and then
remove the instrument cluster and store in
a safe place (Fig 18.).

Fig. 14 : Remove right hand side
screws

Fig. 15 : Removing console
retaining screw located to the left of

the steering wheel

Fig. 16 : Removing the two upper
retaining screws from the console

Fig. 17 : Instrument cluster
removal (2 screws)

Fig. 18 : Removing instrument
cluster plug
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Instrument Cluster Compatibility
In some early build vehicles the instrument
cluster may not be compatible with the
LPG memcal. In some cases the fuel
gauge may read empty whilst on LPG. In
this case the instrument cluster will need to
be replaced. In other cases the fuel gauge
may function normally, but the green “LPG”
lamp will not illuminate whilst on gas. In
these cases a separate plug-in lamp is
available to replace the existing LPG lamp
in the cluster. Instrument clusters in
Executive model vehicles with VIN
numbers less than L326280 or Berlina
model vehicles with VIN number less than
L322758 may fall into one of these
categories. Replacement instrument
clusters will also need to have the
odometer reading reprogrammed by a
Holden dealer equipped with a Tech2
diagnostic tool.

At this time it is also a good idea to check
that there is a globe present in the LPG
lamp position (Fig. 20).

Loom Installation
Using a piece of plastic tube slid behind
the console trim over the transmission
tunnel from right hand to left hand foot-
well, drag the switch part of the loom
(section fitted with fuse) and the longer
yellow wire from the left hand side to the
right hand side of the console. Place the
switch loom in the switch area to the left of
the steering column and route the yellow
wire up to instrument plug. The fuse should
end up behind the left hand foot well panel.
On the right hand side feed the yellow wire
behind the instrument cluster area and
insert the pin fitted to the yellow wire into
cavity No. 10 of the instrument cluster
plug. It may be necessary to widen the
opening in the white plastic insert slightly in
order to insert the pin. Ensure that the pin
locks into the socket cavity. (Fig 21).

Fig. 19 : Identifying change index
(CI) on instrument cluster

Fig. 20 : Location of LPG lamp bulb

Fig. 21 : Inserting yellow wire from
LPG loom into instrument cluster plug
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Installation of the PCM wiring

On the left hand firewall above the PCM, remove the small blank rubber grommet
(approximately 25mm in diameter). Feed the end of the loom with the green,
green/white, grey and blue wires through the grommet hole and pass it into the
engine bay. Re-fit the grommet provided on this section of the wiring loom and finally
seal the wires and grommet with silicon rubber or a similar compound where they
pass through the firewall panel.

On the PCM there are three electrical plugs - the top plug has C & D rows of pins, the
centre plug (pink) has A & B rows of pins and the bottom plug (blue) has E & F rows
of pins.

Remove the lock tab on the rear of the pink plug and insert the brown wire already
fitted with the correct terminal into cavity A9. Replace the lock tab on this plug.

Remove the lock tab on the lower blue plug and insert the white wire already fitted
with the correct terminal into cavity E1, and insert the red wire already fitted with the
correct terminal into cavity E11. Replace the lock tab on this plug.

Powertrain
Control
Module
(PCM)

Mode
Relay

Loom to Rear
of Vehicle

Apexus Safety
Cutout

Model CO100
Small

Firewall
Grommet

Instrument
Cluster

Connection

Mixture
Control

Computer

LPG/Petrol
Change-over

SwitchFuse

Sender
Connections Tank

Solenoid
Connection

Boot

Left Hand
Kick Panel

Instruments

Under Bonnet

Fig. 22 : Loom installation layout

PCM
Connections
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Locate wire A4 (pink) on the centre (pink) PCM connector plug. Bare a small section
and splice and solder the red wire from the harness supplied and insulate it with
amalgamating tape. The red wire carries 12 volt vehicle power via a fuse and relay to
the safety cut-out, valves, LPG processor module, and indicator. On the same pink
PCM plug locate wire B11 (blue wire) and bare a small section. Splice, solder and
insulate the blue wire from the LPG harness. The blue wire carries the TPS (Throttle
Position Sensor) information to the LPG processor module.

On the top plug locate pin D13 (grey wire) and again bare a small section, splice,
solder and insulate the grey wire from the LPG harness. The grey wire carries the
oxygen sensor information to the LPG processor module.

Memcal Installation
Identify that the Memcal has the correct
code for LPG. The code should be
BWLR1277 shown on the top surface (see
Fig. 23).

The Memcal is most easily installed when
the PCM is unplugged for the wiring
connections. If the PCM is still in place and
connected, first disconnect the battery from
the vehicle then remove the left hand kick
panel. Release the PCM from its holding
clip as outlined above and then after
removing the PCM from its carrier, undo
the cover in the top right hand corner of the
PCM (Fig 24). The Memcal is released
from the circuit board by pulling outwards
on the two locking tabs retaining the
Memcal in position. In this way an LPG
Memcal can be substituted for the existing
petrol Memcal in the polarised connector.
After substituting the new Memcal replace
the locking tabs and cover.

Loom installation - Vehicle cabin
LHS
Replace the plugs to the PCM and fix the
PCM to the carrier position Fix the LPG mode relay to lower left of the PCM (see Fig.
9 and Fig. 22). Using the fixing screw of the relay, connect the black earth wire from
the loom (supplied with a 6mm eyelet) to the vehicle body earth.

Fig. 23 : LPG memcal identification

Fig. 24 : Memcal location in PCM
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Loom installation - Engine
compartment
In a previous step a section of loom was
passed from the cabin through a grommet
hole on the left hand side of the firewall to
the engine compartment. The green/white
wire is connected to the +12V terminal of
the Safety Cutout as shown in the
illustration (Fig. 25). The Pulse terminal on
the cutout is connected to the vehicle
Tacho output located on the firewall near
the front left hand inner guard (Fig 26).

On some vehicles this tacho output is not
present. In these cases the tacho should
be picked up from the plain brown wire in
the grey connector located on the firewall
next to the right hand guard in the engine
compartment (Fig. 27). The green wire
from the safety cutout is connected to the
solenoid coil of the gas lockoff. The green
wire from the loom piggy backs onto the
green wire from the safety cutout and is
routed in the loom to the lockoff solenoid
coil located in the LPG tank sub-
compartment.

Loom installation - Rear of vehicle
The remainder of the loom is tucked under
the left hand front and rear door sill panels
travelling to the rear of the vehicle where it
runs into the boot space via the centre fold
seat back. Once in the boot space, the
loom is fed through a 12mm hole drilled in
the floor of the boot to the outside of the
car near the vapour outlet tube (Fig. 28).
When drilling the 12mm hole take extra
caution to ensure that the other side of the
drill hole is clear. After the grommet is
fitted, seal around the wire if necessary.
The loom is fed into the vapour tube up to
the valves in the tank sub-compartment
where the yellow and black wires fitted with
the 6.3mm female spade connectors are
pushed onto the LPG gauge sender
terminals. The remaining green wire is
connected to the LPG solenoid valve. The
second terminal of the solenoid valve is
earthed at a convenient point away from
the vapour box on the outside under-pan of
the vehicle.

Tidy the wire loom neatly into position and
replace left hand kick panel and sill panel.

Fig. 25 : Apexus CO100 safety cut-
out terminals

Fig. 28 : Rubber grommet entry to
sub-compartment

Fig. 26 : Tacho connection for safety
cut-out

Fig. 27 : Alternate tacho pick up
location
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Fitting mode switch to dashboard
Taking great care to avoid damage to the
painted surface of the facia panel, fit the
illuminated switch PS122 (provided with a
short loom - Fig. 29) to the facia panel at
the approximate location shown in the
illustration (Fig. 30), by drilling a 10 mm
hole. Carefully clean any burrs then place
the LPG label so that the writing is parallel
to other text on the facia. Gently tighten the
lock nut on the back of the switch. Guide
the switch loom to meet main loom at
lower drop panel. Re-fit the connector to
the rear of the instrument cluster guiding
the new yellow wire behind the cluster
where it can be taped or cable clipped in
place to avoid any rattles. Replace the two
screws holding the instrument cluster in
position. Reconnect the plugs to facia
panel and clip and screw the facia panel
into its original position, making sure that
the loom from the new LPG switch is clear
of other components and the connectors
are accessible in the fold down fuse panel
beneath the steering wheel.

Replace the radio and centre console
panels. Connect the switch loom wires to
the matching colours in the main loom and
tidy up the wires. Clip up the lower right
hand front fuse cover panel. Re-fit any
other trim panel removed for installation
and ensure all connectors are re-connected.

System check and Commission
Check that all the wiring and mechanical components are installed and connected.
Reconnect the battery.  Turn on the ignition and check that the LPG mode switch
cycles the LPG lamp each time it is operated and that the fuel gauge cycles from one
fuel to the other. Run the vehicle on petrol.  Fill some LPG into the LPG tank and
check for leaks.  With the engine running on petrol and the vehicle stationary run the
engine at about 2000 RPM and cycle the LPG switch so that the vehicle runs on
LPG.  Carry out the necessary tuning and operational checks to ensure that the LPG
mixture control computer is operating in the closed loop mode.

Road test the vehicle. Leave a copy of these instructions in the glove box for future
reference during any maintenance of the system.  If not already done the dashboard
LPG lamp can be turned on with the Tech 2 tool used by dealers for programming
and maintenance of the vehicle computer systems.

Fig. 29 : Fuel mode switch as
supplied for fitting to fascia

Fig. 30 : Drill and file hole to match fuel
mode switch
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Green/White – Power to safety cut-out

Green – Power from safety cut-out
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